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 This book has everything you need to explore the Crazy West outback between Bend and Idaho, like the
Wallowa Mountains, Steens Mountain, the Ochocos, the John Time Fossil Beds, and the Owyhee
Canyonlands.The new third edition of this popular guide to Eastern Oregon carries a dozen fresh hikes in
addition to color travel guide information to towns, hot springs, campgrounds, parks, museums, leasing
cabins, wildflowers, and even more.
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I love these series of books I love these group of books. Excellent detail is given to each hike defined in his
books. I am currently planning many outdoor excursions using his central and northern cascade region
books.And become sure, he did all the trails just before! I also like that he includes symbols for child
friendly, crowded, less people, backpack camping, and a synopsis of the surrounding area with connecting
trails. He's not only knowledgable about the hikes, but the history and plant flora as well. Paired with the
right complete maps of the areas that I select and a compass, they will be a welcome companion. Sullivan's
books, the hikes are organized by location, rendering it super easy to find hikes in an region! It includes full
color glossy sections with beautiful pictures from selected areas. The pictures of wildflowers of the region
are a definite welcome addition and incredibly useful for identification. I hope that I get yourself a chance to
visit the Wallowas soon. Excellent in depth insurance coverage of trails and older routes and towns and
wildlife areas. 5-star travel guide Perhaps the most useful and detailed book from the wonderful Sullivan's
group of Oregon travel guides.The essential for discovering this remote part of Oregon. 100 Hikes in Eastern
Oregon I actually live and hike mainly in Central Oregon and absolutely love Wm. The maps and
information included with each hike should serve as enough to go on for enjoying the outings covered in his
books. Superb travel guide to eastern Oregon This is an extremely well written guide to eastern Oregon with
unusual 3-D type drawings that show the lay of the land and so are easier for the non topo oriented
individual to understand. I have however to see the Eagle Cap Wilderness, nonetheless it is calling to me.
Despite many people advising in order to avoid much of these areas in July and August because of the 100+
temperatures, that is also when most of the areas become accessible following the snow has melted
away.The only real deficiency for me was the lack of real maps as you finds in the Moon books to
accomplish route planning in the area. A fantastic and comprehensive guide An excellent and
comprehensive guidebook to the beautiful hikes within Eastern Oregon. the tips about the neighborhood
towns and amenities is a wonderful touch Organized by location Like most of Mr. book makes me desire to
see more! The precise directions to trail-heads have become useful and the trails I am able to visit so far
have got all been great.This particular book goes a step further than the others that I have in the series. Five
Stars Amazing set of hikes in some of the greatest and most remote country in the lower 48.In comparison
with the other guides, Sullivan often gives detailed traveling and hiking directions, maps and illustrations are
very obvious and usable. Sullivan's Central Oregon hiking guideline. I couldn't perform without it. I am
arranging even more ambitious backpacking come early july, and I am discovering that these series of books
are the perfect starting stage. No one can defeat his maps for accuracey which he draws free hand. Therefore
I've decided to purchase his Eastern Oregon information as well which appears to be equally as wonderful.
Comprehensive overview of many hikes in the area and abbreviated reviews of several more. Not only
where you can hike but ways to get now there. I don't plan to happen to be Eastern Oregon without acquiring
this guide along with me. Well worth the $$'s Just what I wanted, good cost and quick delivery very helpful
done well book He also includes some sights in the region for non hikers. William Sullivan is certainly a
first rate hiking writer.
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